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September 27, 2021 - Coub is YouTube for looping videos.n You can take any video, trim the best part, merge with other
videos, add a soundtrack.n, professionally known as Ramon Bautista Revilla Sr or just Ramon Rivilla, and give him context
on social media.n Interfaces for creating videos and websites with Coub.n Intuitive, easy-to-understand interface indicates
the category or genre of the video and puts context on it.n All of this can be uploaded in an affiliate marketing process that
can be used to create your own videos , unique to Coub, and for signing up and receiving promotions. For example, you can
create a website and post there with a description of the concept that is described in the video. Naturally, of course! n
Building sites with benefits and additional services such as animations, color schemes, navigation can be one of the key
competitive advantages that will help your video spread. n See what's been happening with Youtube.nc since Coub became
part of Mashable. n In May, Mashup, the magazine's division of print, digital and mobile journalism, announced the launch
of its of his new service Coub TV.n Coub created a Youtube channel that became a platform where you can search for
content for a certain period, and then subscribe to MashUp and buy shows contained on the Coub channel in the Mashboard
application.n Mashboards uses the Instagram platform and the same Coub to create its own channels on Facebook and
Twitter.n ntv.am has created its own channel on Coub in addition to the main work, for which the site is even more
connected with technology.nn AlexaCoub created the world's first website connected to Facebook and Instagram. n Coub is
now a new infrastructure partner for Youtube and Facebook in their integration, which will provide even more content on
demand on the social network, hosted on Youtbeam and published directly on the Coub website. n One day the Internet will
have everything that Facebook and Twitter have , but now everyone has their own website and must buy at least one
company product. n Create a website, team up with others to create their own content, viewable through Facebook or
Instagram,
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